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NEWSLETTER: MARCH 2021 - SPRING EDITION
Return to Sailing: The RYA website is the best place to check for specific details, the Covid 19 FAQ document was
recently updated to include the following:
‘Step 1: 29 March
Outdoor sports facilities including sailing clubs are expected to reopen, subject to the Rule of six/two households.
Formally organised outdoor sports – for adults and under 18s – are also expected to restart and where compliant
with guidance issued by the RYA. Social distancing is still required and access to indoor facilities remains restricted.’
This means dinghy sailors can look forward to getting back on the water, the specifics as to how this will work at
different clubs is work in progress and will be subject to further RYA advice. There will however be no sailing at the
new HOAC location until the 2022 season (see next section).
Included in this newsletter are the latest news, recent virtual racing results, some more stories from Queensmead
sailors, a ‘meet the committee’ section and plans for 2021. We are planning Summer, Autumn and Christmas
newsletters during 2021; all feedback, suggestions and contributions are welcome.

HOAC: Latest news
HOAC have advised QSC and all HOAC members that unfortunately due to various issues including delays from the
COVID-19 Pandemic they are not going to be able to re-open this season at either the existing site or the new site.
HOAC were optimistic that it would have been able to avoid this scenario and could have managed a seamless
transfer from one site to another. Unfortunately, this is not the case and we now face a season of closure before
reopening at the new HOAC site. More detail can be found at https://www.hoac.net .
QSC continue to support HOAC and the plan remains to wait for HOAC to move to the new site and for QSC to join
and start operations as soon as possible.

An update on Bert
Bert’s treatment continues and several QSC members are looking after his care and welfare. Updates are posted on
Facebook.

QSC reminiscences – Mark Haley: Offshore 2006
A great sailing story from Mark – and how Queensmead gave him the sailing bug. In Mark’s own words…
‘I joined Queensmead Sailing
club in October 2002 following my
learn to sail course at HOAC. In
2006 I was allowed to join the
crew for that year’s ‘Offshore’ sail
to Northern France & the Channel
Islands. Being on a yacht had
been an ambition of mine for
some years, but I had always
thought that it was only for the
‘rich’! The whole trip was an eye-opener & has changed my life completely.
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After stocking up from the local Tescos, we set off from Southampton Ocean Village. I was billeted on Armadek, a
Jeanneau Sun Magic 44’, skippered by Bert. The other yacht sailing with us was Solus, Jeanneau 41’, skippered by
Richard Colgrave.
Soon after departing we received a call from Solus saying that there was a problem with their rigging, it had all gone
slack, & they would have to return to Ocean Village for repairs. After discussion among the ‘senior’ members of the
crew it was decided that we would head for Studland Bay near Poole harbour to wait for them. On arrival there was
another discussion as to whether it was a rising or falling tide. Rising tide was the answer, but no – it was falling as
we found out when the keel touched the bottom & the yacht started to lean over! Only one thing to do – have lunch!
Eventually the tide turned & we floated off the bottom, and soon we received a call from the other yacht to say they
had changed boats & were on their way in Frolika, a Bavaria 44’.
The channel crossing was made during the night and we were paired off for 2-hour watches. I was paired with
another newbie who knew even less than me about yachts, so what could go wrong in the middle of the English
Channel at 3 o’clock in the morning! Well, as we were under sail, the batteries decided to give up so the autopilot
switched off. No warning & the first we knew of it was the boat deciding to sharply turn. I had seen someone moving
down below so assumed Bert had somehow made a course correction on the autopilot! Soon the ‘seniors’ came
scrambling on deck & sorted the problem and we continued on our way to Cherbourg where we met up with Frolika.
The two crews could then get to know each other over a meal that evening.
The next day we departed for Guernsey, crossing the notorious Alderney
Races. The fast current & strong wind made the passage quite lumpy! At
this time was my first real introduction to the Queensmead legend that
was John Edwards, now sadly departed & much missed. We were sailing
along with bit of a lean on when John decided that he needed to use the
head. He hadn’t locked the door & was leaning back on it when - well, I
didn’t know he was in there when I opened the door to go myself. He fell
backwards still in full flow. He blamed his friend ‘Greengrass’ for doing it
until it was pointed out that I was in a state of uncontrollable giggles with
tears rolling down my cheeks! We had remained good friends ever since
& enjoyed many trips together afloat!
We arrived in St Peter Port, Guernsey, late that afternoon with no further incidents. Though one crew member will
have to take up diving to retrieve his camera as it is lying at the bottom of the harbour. The ‘Elvis bar’ was a popular
place that evening to relax & sing a few favourite songs from times gone by!
The rest of the trip was relatively
uneventful & consisted of
sunbathing whilst anchored off
Herme & the obligatory night on
Sark where the locals are most
friendly to visiting boats.

Since this first yacht trip I had been on a few more cross-channel trips & one trip along the south coast of Devon &
Cornwall. Bert also organised summer yacht holidays to Greece & we even managed one year to sneak in a late trip
to Greece in October. Five of us on a 32’! Good times!!’
Then followed a 27-hour series of close reaches into a northerly...
Most of the crew went down with mâl de mer leaving Bert, Pam & me
to sail us back.
We got into Poole Quay (it's changed a bit since then) & hit the
sandbar; a quick calculation told us we weren't going to lay down
completely (& fill up with the tide) so we spent the night at 45°.
Properly afloat next morning we then "sailed" alongside the quay to
calls of cocky 'purists' until we explained the engine failure... Bert had
a few 'words' with Anvil Yacht Charters about their engine (they're
now out of business) & we came home. Exciting or what?’
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HOAC/QSC Racing Report
Following the Final Fling regatta at HOAC in September 2020 the physical boat racing came to an end - but what a
fantastic day! Some moved temporarily to other clubs in order to keep their hard-earned skills honed. Others
bedded down their boats for winter and hoped for positive news of HOAC in the spring.
But we did see an opportunity to keep the racing calendar going by holding our regular end of year regattas virtually
and to that end we had the Boxing Day and New Year’s Day regattas run on Virtual Regatta Inshore, with proceeds
of £173 being split equally to our regular beneficiaries of the Ryde Inshore Lifeboat and the RNLI. Thanks to all
who supported these events and donated. Of course, being virtual it did mean that no-one had to get cold and wet,
but also meant no cake and sausage rolls either.
We have also been running a Sunday VR series during this lockdown to keep our spirits up, although the game’s
Implementation of some of the rules brings a few frustrations as well as some very aggressive manoeuvring;
hopefully it will not lead to the same behaviour when we do get back on the water for real!
The results for the Christmas VR regattas and the current lockdown VR series to date are below and can be found
on the QSC website.

Boxing Day VR Charity Regatta

New Years Day VR Charity Regatta

Lockdown 3 VR Sunday Series (to date)
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QSC Boats
QSC Boats - QSC boats are either in storage at HOAC or on loan to members for use at Broadwater Sailing Club.
LockDown restrictions on dinghy sailing are to remain in force until at least 29th March. QSC Boats remain in
storage behind padlocked gates. Once restrictions lift sufficiently, boats will again be available for hire for a
nominal fee. If you are interested in hiring a QSC boat for use at Broadwater for the season please contact us via
email admin@queensmeadsc.org.uk.
Details of the QSC Boats can be found on http://www.queensmeadsc.org.uk/boatpark.php

QSC reminiscences – Malcolm Willison: Queensmead early days
Malcolm shares adventures from his early days on Hoveringham lake and Solent trips. Take it away Malcolm…
‘So do you have any stories from QSC? They asked - I’m sure we all feel the same? Where to begin!
I wasn’t there at the very beginning; but it wasn’t long afterwards
that I became hooked on sailing after a taster on Lake
Windermere with Bert and Pam (I think both with fireballs) and
Len Jones during a Boys Brigade Summer Camp.

Sea Palling –
mid ‘70s

The sailing was the best activity by far and my enthusiasm was
set in stone one evening after watching a local FD in a force 5
come planing inshore before running downwind at full pelt straight
up the tiny beach!
Like many, Bert took me under his wing, and I was soon a regular
on weekends, learning basics in a mirror dinghy and occasionally
Len Jones International 14 (old school type) from the original site
at Hoveringham Lake (later known as HOAC -Ed)!
We’d go along come rain or shine right through the winter and remember someone getting frozen to Bert’s old
Vauxhall Ventora door handle it was so cold one year, something we all found highly amusing! The club was the
same then as it has always been, full of fun and friendships, support and expertise - once you found your way here
you knew where you belonged.
I was still enjoying the 2-man trapeze boats and following Bert’s lead had progressed to my own fireball (a black
painted wooden Hull, “Van de Graf”) maintained beautifully by my Dad Brian, and sailed with Rick Summerfield.
As we all progressed the adventures began - Bert’s trips…
505: Penny Black

The one that springs to mind above any other from those early days was the very first
Solent trip. I’m not exactly sure how it came about but it must have naively involved a
map, a pint or two and plenty of optimism, as when the day came, we set sail from
Selsey Bill, turned to starboard and headed out to eventually search for Cowes (which
turned out to be several hours and about 38km away!)
I remember Bert and Crew (possibly Calvin), in his Fireball, several Lasers with I think
Stews (Jones) Nick Jones and Robin Toone, myself and Rick in our Fireball, and
perhaps just one or two others. There was no rescue boat (which strangely did not
seem to deter us)

We had wrapped our bags up in plastic and tied them into our boats wherever we
could, making them all a bit nose heavy. I have a feeling we stayed at The National
Sailing Centre that trip, whose reaction was slight amazement to see these intrepid dinghies appear from afar. It
was a long sail out there but with pleasant conditions and food and drinks on board it was fun.
The return journey was entirely different! Blowing a force 4-5
with wind against tide, the waves were considerable, especially
leaving the Solent with the Lasers booms constantly dipping
under the swell causing multiple capsizes. I think Bert was
probably a little concerned (you never know at the time) but we
carried on with what became that typical Queensmead attitude it’ll be alright - and all made it back safely eventually.
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I’m sure we have all had similar experiences with Bert, and the amazing amount of trips he has organised over the
years.
Looking back at those times, (and I’m sure I am not alone) I can see what a huge influence Bert May and
Queensmead Sailing club has been in my life. It’s been responsible for me meeting almost all of my lifelong friends,
growing up belonging to the coolest group of people, learning to take responsibility, a healthy competitiveness and
quite frankly some of the best fun ever!
Thanks, Queensmead. I hope we can pull through this period in the club’s history and be there for the next
generation....’

QSC - Meet the Committee – Brian O’Leary
In this, and subsequent newsletters we have asked our committee members to share their sailing histories which
are many and varied. First up is our Interim Chair – Brian O’Leary. Over to you Brian…
‘I was in my 30’s before I took up sailing. Initially a sail across the Camel Estuary from
Rock whetted my appetite. Level 1 & 2 at Queen Mary, followed by two seasons at
QMSC learning some skills and racing in a Laser, great fun but then I found HOAC and
QSC, close to home, with less intense but still competitive sailing. The introduction to
sailing on the Solent with Bert, QSC and the lads and lasses that Bert had trained over
the years was just great. Although they don't tell of the horrors until you are on the Island
(you know when the weather has been so bad you have to put the dinghies on the Isle
of Wight ferry to get them home!) Nothing can beat a long reach across the Solent
planing all the way to Wootton Creek, an overnight stay on a couple of houseboats and
if you were lucky a plane all the way back to Warsash. Along the way I acquired a Cornish Shrimper by the name of
Vagabond and competed 3 to 4 times in the round the Island Race, coming 3rd in Class as the best result. Quite
enjoy sailing around the Greek Islands in a big yacht or just cruising the Solent on Vagabond. I have been a
committee member for both QSC and the HOAC Race Committee. Currently in the role of Interim Chairman of
QSC while we await Bert's return.’

Associate – Non-Sailing Membership
Associate Non-Sailing Membership is to be made available at a discounted rate of £10.00 per annum from 1st April
2021 until 31st March 2022. QSC will face costs relating to maintaining the fleet of boats, which will face
Sun Damage on Covers and Tyres, Rodent and insect damage, rotting of halyards, GRP repairs and RIB and
Outboard maintenance whilst in storage not being used. We are therefore keen to retain as many members
as possible and offer a way of supporting QSC through its transition. If you are interested in taking up the offer,
please contact admin@queensmeadsc.org.uk

Solent Trips 2021
We are looking to keep our options open for a Solent Trip in 2021. From a Tides perspective the best option is the
weekend of 10th and 11th of July (HW Portsmouth 1258). We have willing volunteers for Safety drivers and are
investigating options of destinations and an overnight stay. So for now can I ask that you pencil in the trip in your
diary and we will let you know more in the next few weeks. If you would like to register your interest, please send
an email to solent@queensmeadsc.org.uk

Trophies
While the racing is suspended and folk are racing at other clubs, the Race Committee would like to ask all those
who have a Queensmead trophy from previous events or annual awards to please return them to for safekeeping
until we resume. Claire Tomlin has kindly agreed to take in the trophies.
To arrange to drop them off please would you email racing@queensmeadsc.org.uk with your name, the trophy (or
trophies) that you have and your contact details.

The Newsletter
We’d love to include more stories and photos from members new and old; also, information about your current
activities as various sailing clubs get back on the water. Please let us know if you have something to contribute. We
can be contacted at: news@queensmeadsc.org.uk.
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